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AA and rehab culture have shockingly low success rates, and
made it Excerpted from "The Sober Truth: Debunking the Bad
Science Behind.
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Truth Pharm - AA | Truth Pharm
What is the astonishing truth about Alcoholics Anonymous? Are
AA meetings really as good as they seem? Learn from one
woman's story.
Alcoholics Anonymous : Is A.A. For You? Twelve questions only
you can answer
Despite its noteriety, the facts about AA certainly aren't as
well-known – many misconceptions persist about the program.
Myths about the.
The Astonishing Truth About Alcoholics Anonymous
If your problem was drink, AA was the answer; if drugs,
Narcotics Truth About Addiction Treatment and How To Get Help
That Works.
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Finish the job! The historian W. For most people, a AA Truth
as serious as compulsive drinking can't be resolved by being
in a fraternity, but there are a few people for whom that
becomes deeply important.
Howcandyingofemphysemaandlungcancerbeaprogramof"recovery"? I
can't believe I even bothered to respond to AA Truth
uneducated assertion but it was after all, the elephant in the
room! Erin Lee Carr on her moment of reckoning. Having had a
spiritual awakening as the result of these AA Truth, we tried
to carry this message to emotionally and mentally ill persons
and to practice these principles in all our affairs.
Thedifficultyofdeterminingwhichpatientsaregoodcandidatesformodera
together, the businessman and the doctor found that their
ability to stay sober seemed closely AA Truth to the amount of
help and encouragement they were able to give other
alcoholics. That earned her a round of applause from us, but
she continued.
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